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Address Glass Print Solutions Pty Ltd 
16 - 18 Light Cres,  
Mount Barker SA 5251

Country Australia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
SCREEN PRINTING

Our specially-adapted screen printing process lets you utilise a larger print area than paper labels, so you can dream big when it comes to creating
striking graphics for your product. Think unusually shaped labels, multiple colours, graphics meant to be seen through transparent liquid or even
designs that wrap right around the bottle. What better way to create a brand that leaps off the shelf? 

WHOLESALE GLASSWARE

Enhance your wine and your brand with beautiful glassware from Glass Print Solutions. We stock a range of leading brands and styles including
decanters, and offer wholesale pricing on orders as low as 48 stems. Your glassware can be screen printed in a wide variety of colours, and speedy
order-fulfilment means you get your glasses when you need them. 
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